I hereby authorize BonaResponds and St. Bonaventure University, its agents, representatives, and volunteers, and any affiliated organizations, entities, successors and assigns (“BONARESPONDS”) to perform the above listed work on my property and to carry out any other tasks necessary and proper to performing the above listed work. I understand that BONARESPONDS is a volunteer organization and that the BONARESPONDS volunteers are not experts or any kind of professionals in the work to be performed on my property. In consideration of BONARESPONDS’ willingness to provide volunteer services, I hereby release BONARESPONDS and all its volunteers from any and all claims, rights, demands, causes of action, expenses and damages, which I or my heirs, personal representatives, successors, assigns or anyone claiming by, through or under me ever had, now have, or may have arising out of or resulting from any of BONARESPONDS’ activities on my property, including the above listed work. I also acknowledge that BONARESPONDS’ work on my property may affect electrical, water, gas, or other utilities and that BONARESPONDS has encouraged and advised me to have my electrical, water, gas, and other utilities inspected by experts or professionals before they are activated following BONARESPONDS’ work. I understand that pictures of the work site may be taken before, during, and after the volunteer activity and that these pictures may be used by St. Bonaventure, BonaResponds, and the host site for publicity material. I consent to such use of my comments and photographs to be used for marketing and promotional purposes.

_________________________________________  ____________
[HOME OWNER SIGNATURE]          DATE

_________________________________________
Home Owner Name (printed)

_________________________________________
Work Site / Type of Job

_________________________________________
Phone Number

_________________________________________
Email